Sol-3 completes new customer installation to Deribit in less than 24 hours
with infrastructure partner Black Dragon
Today the independent trading software vendor Sol-3 announces that this week a new
customer installation to the crypto exchange Deribit was fully installed, configured and
deployed in production within 24 hours after signing the contract.
This also includes the entire hardware installation in the Equinix Slough datacentre by the
fellow company Black Dragon.
Thus, shortly after the final decision for Sol-3, the client can use all the advantages of the
professional trading software.
Norbert Geus, Managing Partner Sol-3, says: This project exceeds my expectations and it
proves the excellent cooperation with our partners Deribit and Black Dragon. It also illustrates
the speed and simplicity of a new installation of the Sol-3 system. For our clients, this not only
means being able to start trading faster to generate trading profits, but it also reduces
operational costs through significantly reduced project times.
Jurre ten Berge (CCO) at Black Dragon states: “For us as an infrastructure provider, it is crucial
to have software partners that can deliver timely benefits to our customers, provide a stable
and reliable system that is also easy to install and maintain. The Sol-3 system has been a
good choice for many years. The very good cooperation with Sol-3's technical support also
plays a decisive role.”
About Sol-3:
For more than 20 years Sol-3 has been a software specialist of sophisticated exchange trading
systems for professional electronic trading. The software product is specifically designed to
meet the needs of proprietary trading firms, with a clear focus on trading speed. Especially
equity and derivatives traders, market makers, arbitrage traders and algo-traders will mostly
benefit from these key advantages. In addition to all essential manual trading functions, the
system offers precise theoretical price calculations for derivatives, automatic quote
management for market-makers, automatic rule-based trading on market opportunities and a
very fast and flexible order /quote management to exchanges, order routing systems and
brokers. Customers benefit from comprehensive customer service, deep technical expertise
and the experience of numerous projects connecting trading companies to electronic
exchanges worldwide.
Contact: Mathias Haque, +49 6123 702912 (mh@sol-3.de)
About Black Dragon:
Black Dragon Connectivity Services B.V. is an infrastructure service provider operating with
twenty years of experience in the trading industry based on multiple and varied projects
worldwide.
Black Dragon consults, plans, delivers and operates tailor-made networking solutions
responding to specific and various technical needs of trading companies, brokerage firms and
European exchanges.
Contact: Jurre ten Berge, +31 6 81 59 42 02 (contact@blckdrgn.net)

